International Sensors, Signal Processing and Communications (ISSPC 2016) Workshop

Collaborative ASU SenSIP-ITESM Workshop, May 24-25, 2016
An Industry-University International Event
At Arizona State University, University Club, Tempe Arizona

Abstract Submission by Invitation, April 15, 2016
Registration is Required. Contact sensip@asu.edu for details
Industry and University Presentations, Student and Faculty Poster Sessions

A Forum for Industry, Academy and Government Research

AREAS INCLUDE

Sensor Arrays
Acoustic and Image Sensors
Big Data and Data Fusion
Sensor Management
Detection and Estimation Algorithms for Sensors
Embedded Machine Learning Algorithms for Sensors
Embedded Sensors and Embedded DSP

Internet of Things Applications
Manufacturing Applications
Sensors for Defense and Security
Sensors for Health Monitoring
Sensors for Mobile Systems
Wireless Sensor Networks
Sensors and Signal Processing for Manufacturing

Sponsored in part by NSF International Programs, the NSF I/UCRC program and the ASU SenSIP Center.
Technical Co-Sponsor IEEE Phoenix SPCOM Chapter

http://engineering.asu.edu/sensip/isspc2016/
VENUE
University Club
425 E. University Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85281

Directions from Loop 202 map
Exit off Scottsdale Rd/Rural Rd going south
Turn Right on University Dr.
Take the first left after Palm Walk
Go straight until you reach our parking lot

Directions form Interstate 60 map
Exit Rural Rd and go north
Turn Left on University Dr.
Take the first left after Palm Walk
Go straight until you reach our parking lot

MAP

Hotels
A. Courtyard by Marriott Tempe 601 S Ash Ave, Tempe, AZ, US, 85281 (3 star) Phone: (800) 321-2211
B. The Graduate Hotel Tempe, 225 E Apache Blvd, Tempe, AZ 85281 (3.5 star) Phone: (480) 967-9431
C. Tempe Mission Palms 60 E 5th St, Tempe, AZ 85281 (4 star) Phone: (480) 894-1400
D. Moxy Hotel (formerly 1333 Hotel) - 1333 S Rural Rd, Tempe, AZ 85281 (3 star) Phone: (480) 968-3451